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CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 20.

Breaking Down The Middle Wall of Partition

  
''For he is not a God of the dead, but of the living: for all live unto him.'' Lk 20:38 When I first laid
eyes on these last five words in this particular verse I was quite pleasantly surprised. I was meditating on
what I had written in our last issue & considering the in part objections when I felt compelled to open the
Amplified at random, my eyes fell immediately on this wonderful verse, & I might add that I had no idea
that the last part existed. On examining it closely & comparing it with other versions I found that  in
context it meant exactly what it said, ie Greek  'all for to Him live'. That is each & every person. Many of
us to date have not considered the overall quantum deep dark & light sides to God. The way we need to
view things now is to come out of the mundane, part religious & part spiritual understanding. We need the
BRIGHT light of God to be turned on within us we need to stop playing religious games for which we
make scriptural excuses, & enter the HOLY TEMPLE the HIGH & HOLY PLACE within us & come to the
clearest of lights. We have come through the  OUTER COURT,  or the  NATURAL LIGHT, we have also
dwelt in the HOLY PLACE or ARTIFICIAL LIGHT, we need now to grow up into adult-hood & forget the
old & embrace the SUPERNATURAL DIVINE LIGHT & DWELL ONLY IN THAT REALM. We need to
embrace His NOW JUDGEMENTS which are relevant in the earth today, & then we will learn of the FULL
RIGHTEOUSNESS of God. Which incidentally is not so much what we do, but what we ARE. We need to
forget the condemning self righteous touch not, taste not & come up higher. The worst religious killer is
PRIDE. I don't do this & I don't go there I am this & I am that. This is all part of RELIGIOSITY.”  The
concern of the loving Christ that is within us is that we take full advantage of what is ours & is fully
available to us NOW.

      ''My soul yearns for You [O Lord] in the night, yes, my spirit within me seeks You earnestly; for
[only] when  Your judgements are in the earth will the inhabitants of the world  learn righteousness
(uprightness and right standing with God).'' Isa 26:9   The judgements of Tabernacles are not the same
as the Outer Court & Holy Place. The Most Holy Place judgements are not judged after the flesh or the
soul, they are 'judgements unto victory' & are completely by the Spirit – which is the mind of God - &
include ALL which entails the LEAST. This judgement is righteous judgement & it is God judging in &
through us with His full mind & understanding which can only come in & by conviction prompted by
love & not condemnation.
''Wherefore henceforth know we no man after the flesh: yea, though we have known Christ after the
flesh, yet now henceforth know we him no more.'' 2Co 5:16 KJV.

The Middle Wall of Partition.

We are now at a stage where most of us are desiring to move further ahead in our experience. We realise
we have not been taking advantage of our true identity our Christ consciousness to the full, & for a long
time & many of us have not realised that we have been duped by our mistaken identity, our false selves,
our lowered consciousness & are wondering what is next. I am hoping that what I am about to share may
shine a little further Tabernacle Light on the subject & be of help in our realising a little more in this
particular phase of our experience. 

Third Day Son-Rise.

''For He is [Himself] our peace (our bond of unity and harmony). He has made us both [Jew and
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Gentile] one [body], and has broken down (destroyed, abolished) the hostile dividing wall between us,
By  abolishing  in  His  [own crucified]  flesh  the  enmity  [caused  by]  the  Law with  its  decrees  and
ordinances [which He annulled]; that He from the two might create in Himself one new man [one new
quality of humanity out of the two], so making peace.'' Eph 2:14-15. 
     
      When Paul was teaching, he taught as his Master Jesus also taught, in parables or metaphors. Many
times he was alluding to something deeper, as with Jesus many of His parables had several depths &
meanings to them. Here Paul is referring to the Jew & Gentile & they becoming ONE. I see this not only
as a literal Jewish & Gentile understanding in which their was  DISHARMONY but when He mentions
'that He from the two might create in Himself one new man,' as their was disharmony between the Jew
& the Greek so within us their has been a DISHARMONY between our two identities within us, our Jew
& Gentile as it were. Actually our mistaken identity is really a distortion of what is true because the VEIL
has caused us to see things in a deluded way, for the truth of what the whole man - spirit, soul & body -
when truly seen through & by our Christ eyes or our  true Christ self  without distortion is exactly how
God views us. In the last few years whenever I am spoken to by my Father, He recognises me as a
Melchizedek Priest, now I personally do not have any tickets on myself in that area, & my understanding
in that particular area compared to other writers would no doubt, probably leave much to be desired. The
point I am trying to make is that when we begin to view ourselves & others the way God sees us, we see
ourselves in an entirely different Light. Before we move on let us consider this verse. ''Him we preach
and  proclaim,  warning  and  admonishing  everyone  and  instructing  everyone  in  all  wisdom
(comprehensive insight into the ways and purposes of God), that we may present every person mature
(full-grown, fully initiated, complete, and perfect) in Christ (the Anointed One).'' Col 1:28  Now even
though Paul may not now be with us, here in the flesh, much of his writings are having a lot to do with
presenting every man perfect, I would also like to suggest that this is also the role of the sons of God, not
only after the change-over in the promised land, but presently, in the here & now. Spiritual knowledge is
now more than ever on the increase!! 

Bringing The Feud To An End.
 
''And [He designed] to reconcile to God both [Jew and Gentile, united] in a single body by means of
His  cross,  thereby killing the mutual  enmity  and bringing the  feud to an end. And He came and
preached the glad tidings of peace to you who were afar off and [peace] to those who were near.''  Eph
2:16-17. Once the veil is lifted in our understanding, the feud or the so called war is over. What is it we
have always thought was our  mutual enemy? FLESH of COURSE!! I do not believe that this is referring to
our flesh that we can actually see & touch. This flesh is actually our lowered state or understanding. An
indicator of where we are in our thinking, will be found in three ways of viewing Christ. 1, Is historically,
biblically or intellectually or  merely as a human being. 2, Is  that we see Him a little higher as a signs &
wonders Man, a prophet who knew all about peoples lives. 3, Many of us have come to know Him within
ourselves in the realm of the Shekinah & have come to a realisation of a duality of consciousness. But
many of us are still viewing the tree of life as opposed to the tree of good & evil in our minds. There is
really no enmity; only in our lowered conscious mind. Why? Well that which 'was hostile to us in our
wicked minds,' CHRIST ''Cancelled and blotted out and wiped away the handwriting of the note (bond)
with its legal decrees and demands which was in force and stood against us (  hostile to us). This [note
with its regulations, decrees, and demands] He set aside and cleared completely out of our way by
nailing it to [His] cross.''  Col 2:14. And 'killing the mutual enmity – enemy, or our distorted or lowered
consciousness -  '& bringing the feud to an end came & preached peace'.  Now my danger is that if I
mingle ARTIFICIAL LIGHT thinking  with SUPERNATURAL LIGHT understanding  I can confuse the
whole issue & miss the whole point. I MUST REALISE THAT THE FEUD HAS COME TO AN END, IT IS
OVER. This works both ways,  I  must agree with the with  CHRIST who is  within me as opposed to
RELIGIOSITY which would tell me that the feud is not over, also I must listen to the now understanding I
am seeing in the written Word. Now I realise that what we are espousing here can be argued & disputed
against.  But  is  that  anything new? Whenever  has  further  truth ever  been readily accepted?  In every
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increased understanding opposition is to be expected! I was warned many years ago by prophecy that
what I would be given to share would be misunderstood for a time, but then it would prove itself to the
opposer's over a period of time.
''Consequently, from now on we estimate and regard no one from a [purely] human point of view [in
terms of natural standards of value].'' 2Co 5:16. PLEASE TAKE NOTICE the NO ONE refers   especially
to OURSELVES FIRST, then of course we can share it with others.

For it is through HIM that WE BOTH have ACCESS to the Father.

  ''For it is through Him that we both [whether far off or near] now have an introduction (access) by
one [Holy] Spirit to the Father [so that we are able to approach Him].''  Eph 2:18. In this THIRD
REALM sharing I want us to take the heading to it's ultimate MOST HOLY PLACE UNDERSTANDING.
The thing to realise is  that  when the man Jesus was in His  lowered state He actually overcame the
division of being afar off  He as our Elder brother & forerunner, walked the path & overcame before us.
This did not happen after He died on the cross. The reason He was able to overcome the death realm was
that He gained the Victory beforehand. And as we begin to realise the simplicity & at the same time the
profoundness of this truth we will come into a further & deeper awareness. One thing to consider is that
as we begin to understand these things there is tendency to overshoot the mark, that is as with some
already, they have with certain issues, allowed the pendulum to swing too far the other way. This, what
we are bringing to your attention brings to light the fact the in the final analysis, that God will be reigning
through us & by us,  He will  be  judging by us,  1Co 6:2 ''Do you not  know that  the saints (the
believers) will [one day] judge and govern the world?''----  The full realisation of what Jesus meant is
found when He stated in Jn 10:34, ''Is it not written in your Law, I said, You are gods?'' Ps. 82:6. An
again in James 1:18 Greek,  'He is coming AS US.'  In bringing this to your attention, once again we
reiterate it is a two fold process in that realising that the Jew & the Gentile are both metaphors of our
duality  so called.  Our - Christ  consciousness  -  represented  by the  Jew. The  lowered consciousness
represented by the  Gentile,   for  'that we both  - Christ & Us -  are able to approach Him, that is the
Father' when we say Christ, we are meaning our Divine self or our true identity & the Us is our distorted
understanding of the flesh or our lowered state or our mistaken identity. Now of course we hear someone
saying, but we already are having access to the Father, true but only in part, I believe that we are being
shown the key to having FULL access to the FATHER. Someone else is saying now come on lets not get
too over zealous!!  Brother & Sister this what we are saying is concerning INCORRUPTIBILITY. We are
not playing games here!!
      We are now going to quote from a book that a friend Michael Wood is writing, I have never seen the
book but in sharing via the phone some of what I am now writing, Michael in turn shared with me this
extract from his latest book. I was so impressed that I asked him would he mind sending me a copy that I
might share it with you dear reader. And so Michael kindly obliged..........Quote.

This is an Extract from the book, ‘God’s Quantum Plan and Purpose, before any Created Thing’,
by Michael J Wood.  < ourword@bigpond.com   >  To be published soon.

The Veil - Our sense of Separation.

Literally, this Veil is illustrated in Scripture - as the veil or partition within the Temple, between the Holy
place and the Most Holy place. (See Heb. 6. 19:20) The same veil, which was literally torn in two, at the
Death of Jesus. (See Mt.27.51)

      Metaphorically, this  veil  is  our  human state  of  ‘Enmity within’.  That  reality of  ‘our  sense of
separation’ in our conscious awareness, that ‘Void’ between our Soul and Spirit, that ‘Gulf’ between us
and God. Which in turn, is metaphorically referred to as ‘the flesh’. The actual meaning of 'The Flesh', is
way above and beyond, its literal meaning of our ‘physical body’. ‘The Flesh’ points to that actual void of
separation, that division between the Soul and Spirit, or between us and God. (See Heb.4.12)

      Moreover, it is this very ‘veil of partition’, that Jesus himself entered through on our behalf. Having
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become a High Priest forever, according to the order of Melchizedek. Where He was empowered, by
faith,  in  His  Christ  Conscious  Awareness,  ‘According  to  the  power  of  an  indestructible  life’ (See
Heb.7.16). To abolish and transcend this 'Eternal Gulf ', universally inherent in all mankind.

       Jesus accomplished this profound breakthrough of our Duality, not just ‘Vicariously’ on our behalf, in
the Heavenlies. But He actually accomplished this within His own being - in His own flesh. Overcoming
the reality of our same found state of separation and duality, within Himself. 

    A profoundly  important  fact,  which  most  believers  have  poorly  understood,  or  even  failed  to
comprehend altogether.

      Where He actually, made peace (or oneness) within Himself,  And where within Himself, He made the
two into one  new man.(The New Adam) Where,  within  Himself,  he broke  down the barrier  and the
dividing wall, having put to death the enmity (that sense of separation and duality). That within Himself
He might make the two into one new man, thus establishing peace…..  For through Him, we Both have
Our access, in One Spirit, to the Father.(See Eph. 2. 14:16)

      Note that Jesus accomplished this, not by abolishing one or the other. But most importantly He did it,
by abolishing the ‘division’ or the ‘enmity’, between the Jew and the Gentile. Which is a metaphor for the
‘duality’ of our soul and spirit, or the division between our natural and our divine. Where His saving
grace transforms not deforms the whole of our humanity.

     Since therefore, brethren, we have confidence to enter the Holy Place (God Consciousness) by the
blood (The Life of Christ) of Jesus. By a new and living way, which He inaugurated for us through the
veil, that is, His flesh.’ (Heb.10.19.20).

      To compound this incredible, paradoxical mystery even more, we see that the 'Veil' is 'The Flesh' of
Jesus. (I would suggest this is not just His physical Body, per se.)

     The importance of this harmonizing synthesis, of the two making up my New Man; By overcoming
that deeply rooted sense of separation, between my human and divine, or my soul and spirit. Could be
understood as being, like the 'two eyes from the same glance'. Enabling us to look in focus and balance,
towards the same absolute revelation, of who we actually are in God. Both are essential, in forming an
enlightened quality of Christ Conscious Awareness, in our true Identity and Oneness, in Him.

      All of which gives us incredible food for considered contemplation and assimilation.

Regards Michael Wood...........Unquote.

I Love My Master.

  ''Jesus answered them, I assure you, most solemnly I tell you, Whoever commits and practices sin  is
the  slave  of  sin. Now  a  slave  – our  lowered  consciousness  -  does  not  remain  in  a  household
permanently (forever); the son [of the house] does remain forever. So if the Son  liberates you – which
he has by killing the mutual enmity, thus ending the feud - [makes you free men], then you are really and
unquestionably free.'' Jn 8:34-36. Now remember that the slave represents our lowered consciousness or
our flesh mind  which most of us have thought to date was our enemy but the slave or servant  cannot
remain in the house  as a slave,  - or our lowered self -  but he who is sincere can become part of the
household & can become one with the true heir. The enmity when looking truly at the slave was not there
at all,  - only in our assumptions - ''But if the servant – slave - shall plainly say, I love my master, my
wife, and my children; I will not go free, - not walk away & give up - Then his master shall bring him
to God [the judges as His agents]; he shall bring him to the door or doorpost and shall pierce his ear
with an awl; - giving up our previous assumptions - and he shall serve him for life.'' Exo 21:5-6. 'I love
my master,' & so what was previously thought to have been an alien in the house or the metaphor of our
lowered consciousness  is actually our  Gentile being united with our Jew, which is killing the mutual
enemy  &  bringing  the  feud to  an  end.  In  this  analogy  'my  true  identity,  or  Christ,  my  higher
consciousness' is my MASTER & I will take the mark of allegiance & whatever it takes, I will allow my
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ear to be dedicated, my hands, my feet, my eyes, I will be an eternal love slave. Notice that the servant
loved his master first, before anything else, even before his own wife & children. Why? For my master
'Christ'  only shows me love, for the middle wall of partition or hostility is at an end. We are now ONE.
This is binding the strong man with love..... Please consider that when we are using types or metaphors,
that is exactly what they are. If we wanted to we could pick holes in any of the parables or types that Jesus
used. I said if we wanted to!! The above analogy will only go so far, what I am saying is that we in reality
'no are longer bond slaves, we have been set free & are son's'.  Yet let us be honest how many of us have
so far fully realised this? Let us realise that in this case when the slave willingly becomes part of the
household he is automatically SET FREE &  is a love bond slave. Also keeping in mind that  the  Son
relates  to  our  higher  consciousness,  or  Christ  mind.  HOW ARE WE TO BE LIBERATED FROM OUR
SLAVE IDENTITY? The answer lies in the understanding of the word PEACE & in the realisation of 'I and
my Father are One'. Peace takes place when two factions agree or come together, it is then that  TWO
pieces become ONE. So making one word PEACE.  

He made them One
Only in proportion as we know the truth can it make us free.

Only when the hostility is ceased in us, then & only then will the feud will come to an end. The so called
war between Jew & Gentile, or the spirit man & the flesh man, or the heir & the slave. And the only
solution is for us to come to a realisation that we are bond slaves, I would tactfully & lovingly suggest to
each & every one of us that we need to consider  that our lowered consciousness is no longer our enemy.
The feud has been brought to an end, the mutual enemy is dead, it is only alive in our 'wicked minds'.  'I
and My Father are ONE'  When the full realisation of this hits us NO MORE BONDAGE.

1Co 7:22a  ''For he who as a slave was summoned in [to union with] the Lord is a freedman of the
Lord.''
Gal 4:7  ''Therefore, you are no longer a slave (bond servant) – bound by the lie of a mistaken enemy,
our lowered consciousness - but a son; and if a son, then [it follows that you are] an heir by the aid of
God, through Christ.''
We mentioned  that  we  are  now  ONE,  Paul  said  that  he  wished  that  our  body,  which  has  a  wide
application, Strong's # G 4983,  part of which is 'a slave' is included 1Thess 5:23. ''and I pray God your
whole spirit and soul and body be preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.''
KJV.
      When we can accept the fact that our body is part of the deal & is is included in our salvation & that
the 'flesh' is referring to our 'flesh mind' & not our flesh body & that this body is part of our ONE NEW
MAN, then the enmity, hostility will cease. When we can accept the fact that salvation is for the WHOLE
MAN, Spirit, Soul & BODY then we have broken down that middle wall of partition in our minds. This
will take FAITH, ''Lord help thou my unbelief.''
      One of the main reasons that we have excluded our natural body – which is to be changed - is that
with all the wonderful endowments that have been given to us in our bodies, is because of the doctrine of
'original sin', which I believe we need to throw in the garbage, – I am being frank not nasty – we have
been taught that the body is bad, dirty & sinful. I want to say to all today that there is nothing wrong with
our bodies, what makes the difference is that 'who is in control of our body'  I say again there is nothing
wrong or evil with our bodies, we have believed the picture that the legalist's, religion & Churchianity
have painted for us. The body itself is not dirty & bad, take a look at a new born babe or a toddler or a
young innocent child, there is nothing wrong with them, it is the mind that is the culprit  'the Adamic
consciousness,' that which we have been taught by the world & it's understanding. It is just that we like
the servant, need to come to the place of becoming one with the Master & then allowing our 'I, wife &
children' representing our very ALL to be given over 'devoted, consecrated, sanctified'.  The word ALL is
the beginning of  Allegiance. Also we have misunderstood in that we have never fully realised the full
implication of a bond slave. Pharaoh the oppressor is a type of the god of this world which is none other
than our mistaken identity or our lowered consciousness which is our true oppressor & the 'god of this
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world' in the sense of  my world, or the world that is  within me. An oppressor & a bond slave are not
connected. The only way to break the oppression is in the realisation that the feud is over.

Our So Called Enemy is Our Wrong Thinking Within Ourselves.

''And a man's foes will  be they of his own  household. Mk10:36  And if a kingdom is divided  and
rebelling against itself,  that kingdom cannot stand. And if a house is divided (split into factions and
rebelling against itself), that house will not be able to last. And if Satan – the adversary, or lower self -
has raised an insurrection against himself and is divided, he cannot stand but is [surely] coming to an
end.   But no one can go into a strong man's house and ransack his household goods right and left
and seize them as plunder  unless he first binds the strong man; then indeed he may [thoroughly]
plunder his house.''  Mk 3:24-27. Keep well in mind that the division is within our own minds, in our
wrong  perception,  &  whilst  we  have  this  lower  distorted  misleading  view that  the  'middle  wall  of
partition' has not been dealt with & that the feud is still on we automatically have division within our own
house or TEMPLE & this house will not be able to last. And if  Satan - our mislead distorted self – has
raised insurrection & is divided against itself, split into factions -----  it will surely come to an end, unless
the strong man is bound. Now in this THIRD REALM the only binding we do will be done by TRUTH &
LOVE.  And 'THE LOVE OF THE TRUTH WILL SET US FREE.'   And that  is  what  I  believe we are
beginning to hear in this what I am suggesting to us RIGHT NOW. Thank God for that which we had in
the past, but let us also thank God for the FULL Salvation that is now being 'revealed in the last time'.

The Middle Wall of Partition.

 Most times the solution to any problem is very simple once we realise it. Some of the most wonderful
inventions are really very simple, once we understand them. The theory of internal combustion whether it
be petrol, gas or diesel is really very simple & I dare-say that there would not be many these days who
would not know how it works. Yet for thousands of years we mankind were not aware of it. But when
man put his mind to it he found it was really very simple. Keeping also in our mind that the forerunner of
the combustion engine was the simpler steam engine. This is a perfect analogy for what is happening with
us & our understanding, we are gradually evolving spiritually, we now have the jet engine, we are told
that the next will be in the harnessing of nuclear power. The same applies to the spiritual. As we seek God
for answers 'He reveals His secrets to His Prophets'. To most of us, it seems like there is a battle going
on between 'spirit & soul, the carnal man verses the spirit man'. This is because of the veil which is in
our flesh mind.   ''Now the mind of the flesh [which is sense and reason without the Holy Spirit] is
death [death that comprises all the miseries arising from sin, both here and hereafter]. But the mind of
the [Holy] Spirit is  life and [soul]  peace [both now and forever]. [That is] because  the mind of the
flesh [with its carnal thoughts and purposes] is hostile to God,   for it does not submit itself to God's
Law; indeed it cannot.''  Rom 8:6-7..... Is  HOSTILE TO GOD, or is AT ENMITY WITH GOD & will not
believe or admit that 'I & my Father are One'. HERE LIES THE SECRET...... Hostility or Peace!

Behold I Show To You a More Excellent Way.

 ''AND I saw lying on the open hand of Him Who was seated on the throne a scroll (book) written
within and on the back, closed and sealed with seven seals;  And I saw a strong angel announcing in a
loud voice, Who is worthy to open the scroll? And [who is entitled and deserves and is morally fit] to
break its seals? And no one in heaven or on earth or under the earth [in the realm of the dead, Hades]
was able to open the scroll or to take a [single] look at its contents. And I wept audibly and bitterly
because no one was found fit to open the scroll or to inspect it. Then one of the elders [of the heavenly
Sanhedrin] said to me, Stop weeping! See, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root (Source) of David,
has won (has overcome and conquered)! He can open the scroll and break its seven seals! And there
between the throne and the four living creatures  (beings) and among the elders [of  the heavenly
Sanhedrin] I saw a Lamb standing, as though it had been slain, with seven horns and with seven eyes,
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which are the seven Spirits of God [the sevenfold Holy Spirit] Who have been sent [on duty far and
wide] into all the earth. He then went and took the scroll from the right hand of Him Who sat on the
throne.'' Rev 5:1-7.
A large part of the breaking of our seals would not only be our attitudes but also our understandings or
mindsets. We always know what is best for the other person, often forgetting the mote or splinter which is
in our own eye. We need always to keep in mind, what divine instruction do I need?  In writing to others
if I remotely think that I am not in the need of any instruction I may as well lay down my pen. To
illustrate this point I want to share something quite funny, but in it is a very pertinent point for us to
glean.

The Picnic  A Jewish Rabbi and a Catholic Priest met at the town's annual 4th of July picnic. Old friends,
they began their usual banter.  "This baked ham is really delicious," the priest teased the rabbi. "You
really ought to try it. I know it's against your religion, but I can't understand why such a wonderful food
should be forbidden! You don't know what you're missing. You just haven't lived until you've tried Mrs.
Hall's prized Virginia Baked Ham. Tell me, Rabbi, when are you going to break down and try it?"

The rabbi looked at the priest with a big grin, and said, "At your wedding."

~~~~~

      Now the interesting but sad part of this amusing anecdote is that in real life both of them would be
using the Bible to substantiate their belief's. My point is do I regard MYSELF above this kind of attitude,
even remotely. Our wonderful God wants only the best for each & every one of us!

The above seals which are within all of us are to be  BROKEN. I believe that this particular seal, the
realisation that the hostile middle wall of partition HAS been abolished, is a very important one & is 'I
would say a wonderful stepping stone' to greater & more wonderful un-veiling's & realisations within
ourselves, & of course this seal needs to be broken & opened within ourselves. The only one who has
the authority to break these seals is the one who is worthy, the one who has overcome. One of the roles of
this overcomer is that He is the ''LION of the the tribe of Judah, the root or source of David who has
won (overcome & conquered)!  But then in verse 6 we see a LAMB as though it had been slain, with
seven horns and with seven eyes, in which are the seven Spirits of God [the sevenfold Holy Spirit] Who
have been sent [on duty far and wide] into all the earth. He then went and took the scroll  from the
right hand   of Him Who sat on the throne.''  Now these seven spirits are found in Isaiah 11:1-2. These
wonderful spirits are  wisdom,understanding,counsel, might, knowledge, reverential & obedient fear of
the Lord, We count them & there are only six. WHY? He is the seventh. We are given the first six & these
lead us the full completion or  fullness of the seventh. A further reference is found in Zech 3:9. Amp,
''For behold, upon the stone which I have set before Joshua, upon that one stone are seven eyes or
facets [the all-embracing providence of God and sevenfold radiations of the Spirit of God].'' Now this
Lamb who seemed as though it had been slain is actually the same Lamb that is within ourselves & is
really our true identity or Christ consciousness, takes the scroll from the right hand {Hebrew yamiym
which means 'stronger or more dexterous.' or the bright side of God.} This LAMB which is our true self
Christ in you in whom dwell the sevenfold radiations of the spirit reaches out & takes what is rightfully
ours. It  has been accomplished, we are one whole  NEW MAN the middle wall  of partition has been
broken down, the hostility & the enmity HAS been abolished by the fact the He has already annulled the
''decrees & ordinances & has created in Himself ONE NEW MAN''....... I am taking the liberty of using
seemed 'as though it had been slain' as a metaphor. Both Moffat & Phillips use the word seemed. It may
seem to those viewing this from outward appearances that the Lamb within us has been slain & is dead,
but He is very much alive & is about to take the scrolls from the RIGHT HAND of Him who sits on the
THRONE, the understanding of His & our TRUE IDENTITY in a fullness never before seen. Now I want
to emphasise that this LAMB is within us & that this lamb within us our true identity is reaching out to He
who sits on the  THRONE depicting the one who is in control of all things to take  the scrolls  or the
instructions for us regarding our understanding, the Son is subject to the Father, & we acting in our true
identity reach out & take by faith that which is rightfully ours, that which has actually been there all the
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time. These of course are not actual literal scrolls but once again is a metaphor & this is all happening
within us. Fortunately the FEUD which has blinded us for so long is seen for what it is & now we take
these instructions within ourselves by a God inspired FAITH.  Can you believe it? Will you believe it?
Dare you believe it? The enmity is gone!! 

He Can Open The Scroll and Break its Seven Seals.

Here we have a type of the seal being 'broken & opened'. As the Army of Gideon smashed the pitchers
hiding  the  light  hidden within,  they were  also  'broken & opened'  & REVEALED. So  as  with  the
analogy, God is today smashing our in part concepts that we have ignorantly & unknowingly entertained,
the misunderstandings that we have had regarding our “mistaken identity” to reveal a further & deeper
understanding, & it will culminate in the understanding of the rending of the  veil of our perception or
“flesh” & the light shall be seen in it's fullness of clarity & this un-veiling is found in the realisation that
he has broken down the middle wall of partition & has made our  Jew Christ consciousness & Gentile
lowered consciousness ONE & has taken the enmity out of the way, so making peace & has brought the
feud to an end. Now it is an easy thing to put this off until we think that God is good & ready. But the
question is did we take this attitude when we saw the truth of the Most Holy Place. Some years back
Benny Skinner a good friend of mine dared to preach that we can enter the Most Holy Place even now!! I
know for a fact that what he said was received with much excitement & faith but on the other hand it was
also received with a lot of scepticism & unbelief. Of course we know this is nothing new but the point
that I am making is that we act in faith now. I also realise that we cannot & must not force any issue as it
is every man in his own order. So I lovingly leave you with this little quip. 

''What father is not pleased with the first tottering attempt of his little one to walk. Yet at the same
time, what father would be satisfied with anything but the manly step of the full-grown son?"

''For  He is [Himself]  our peace (our bond of unity and harmony). He has made us both [Jew and
Gentile] one [body], and has broken down (destroyed, abolished) the hostile dividing wall between us,
By  abolishing  in  His  [own crucified]  flesh the  enmity [caused  by]  the  Law with  its  decrees  and
ordinances [which He annulled]; that He from the two might create in Himself ONE NEW MAN [one
new quality of humanity out of the two], so making peace. And [He designed] to reconcile to God both
[Jew and Gentile,  united] in a single body by means of His cross, thereby killing the mutual enmity
and bringing the feud to an end.''  Eph 2:14-16.... 

For He Has Broken Down Our Middle Wall of Partition.

Written by Ralph Knowles. September. 2010.

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com
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